Bathroom sink plumbing parts diagram

Not everyone speaks plumbing. To make things more complicated, some plumbing component
names are not self-explanatory at all. If you have to buy a part, look something up, or call a
plumber, it will be easier if you know the names of the parts involved. The bathroom sink , for
example, has several basic parts that can break, leak or become blocked. All of these are widely
available and easy to replace, if necessary. But you need to know what to ask for when
shopping for parts. The shut-off valves are the small valves usually metal but sometimes plastic
located between the incoming water supply pipes and the supply hoses or tubes that connect to
the tailpieces on the sink faucet. Also called stop valves, shut-off valves allow you to turn off
the water supply at the sink, rather than shutting off the water to the whole house. They are
seen in pairs: one valve controls the hot water; the other controls the cold water. Many shutoff
valves use compression fittings so they can be installed onto the water pipes without soldering,
but you will have to turn off the water to the house to replace a shutoff valve. From the sink
faucet tailpieces down to the shutoff valves, you will usually see a pair of narrow supply tubes.
They can be made of braided wire mesh, plastic mesh usually white , solid plastic often gray , or
chromed copper. They are usually connected to the tailpieces and shutoff valves with attached
nuts. These supply tubes sometimes fail, and it's not uncommon to have to replace them. They
come in many. The tailpiece, or sink tailpiece, is the straight section of pipe that connects to the
bottom of the sink drain fitting. If the sink has a pop-up drain , the lever rod of the drain
assembly connects to a port on the back of the tailpiece. Typically, the tailpiece attaches to the
drain fitting with a slip nut--a threaded ring that can be tightened and loosened by hand or with
gentle persuasion from channel-type pliers. Underneath the nut is a tapered plastic washer that
creates a watertight seal. The curved trap is a simple safety feature that holds standing water,
which prevents sewer gasses from rising up and out of your sink drain. The bottom of the
U-bend remains filled with water so that gasses can't pass through. Each time you run water
down the drain, the old water in the bend is flushed out and is replaced with new water. The
P-trap parts are assembled with slip-nut joints, although in some older houses you may see
solvent-glued traps. If you have one of these, it's a good idea to replace with a trap that can be
disassembled. The sink drain pipe is connected to the household plumbing system. It connects
to the trap arm with yet another slip-nut joint. Slip nuts are what make sink plumbing repairs so
easy. Read More. Join us to get great money-saving tips, cool ideas, and valuable advice from
home improvement expert Don Vandervort! How bathroom sink plumbing works, including a
diagram of the drain plumbing assembly. A bath sink typically has two fixture holes on either 4-,
6-, or 8-inch centers. The wider types are meant to receive a split-set faucet, with faucet handles
separate from the spout. The 4- or 6-inch holes may receive either a center set or a single-lever
faucet. Flexible supply tubes carry water from shutoff valves at the wall to threaded tailpieces
on the base of the faucet. The drainpipe that runs through a bathroom sink usually is fitted with
a pop-up stopper that raises and lowers when you pull up or push down on a knob or handle
just behind the faucet body. The knob is actually the head of a lift rod fastened to a clevis,
which is a connecting bar. The clevis connects to a pivot rod-and-ball assembly that consists of
a rod that runs through a rubber pivot ball and slopes slightly uphill to the tailpiece of the
stopper. Pushing the knob and the lift rod down causes the pivot rod to push the stopper up;
pulling the knob up causes the pivot rod to pull the stopper down. If you want to remove the
assembly, you may be able to pull it right out. Or, you may have to twist it to unhook it from the
clevis. This flange is screwed into the drain body, which is tightened to the underside of the
sink bowl with a locknut. Get Free Bids Now! The tailpiece, which may be fitted to a pop-up
stopper, attaches to a drain trap by means of slip-joint couplings. An escutcheon trim hides the
connection. A mechanical pop-up stopper is operated by a system of levers and rods. Call for
free estimates from local pros now: Don Vandervort writes or edits every article at HomeTips.
HomeTips articles may contain links to Amazon. How often? Only every month or two.
Unsubscribe anytime! Bathroom Sink Plumbing. September 19, This post may contain affiliate
links. For more information see our disclosures here. Bathroom Sink Plumbing Diagram. Search
for:. Affiliate Disclosure HomeTips articles may contain links to Amazon. Search Expert Articles
Search for:. We think this is the most useful anatomy picture that you need. You can click the
image to magnify if you cannot see clearly. This image added by admin. We hope you can get
the exact information you are looking for. Please do not forget to share this page and follow our
social media to help further develop our website. If you have any question please do not
hesitate to contact us. One of our purpose to collect these pictures is we hope these pictures
will not be lost when the relevant web page is deleted. In no way does anatomynote. Anatomy is
the amazing science. It can help you understand our world more detailed and specific. We hope
you will use this picture in the study and helping your research. Your email address will not be
published. We provide you with the comprehensive knowledge of anatomy from the all over the
world. Anatomy Note Anatomy is a great science. September 12, No Comments. Anatomy Of

Bathroom Sink Diagram. If you think this picture helpful, please don't forget to rate us below the
picture! Bathroom Internal View. Anatomy Of Bathtub Diagram. Flushing Mechanism Diagram.
Parts Of Shower Structure. Bathroom Faucet Structure Diagram. Bathroom Plumbing System
Diagram. Bathroom Sink Structure Diagram. Bathtub Anatomical Structure Diagram. Bathtub
Parts Name Detailed Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Anatomy Note. All Rights Reserved Anatomynote. Traditional plumbing designs
drain slowly and are prone to leaks. This home plumbing diagram illustrates how your home
should be plumbed in ideal circumstances. Connect it to the existing faucet or install a separate
faucet for filtered water. I replaced the sink flange and tail pipe. You've opened up the cabinets
under a sink before to see. You know, i also like manuals and when they don't have an
assembly diagram that is clearly labeled it always bothers me. The sink drain has a flange that
is sealed to the sink hole with plumber's putty. It can help you understand how your home's this
is to ensure good flow even if several people are running taps or flushing toilets at the same
time. How bathroom sink plumbing works, including a diagram of the drain plumbing assembly.
Protection from injury in these situations is necessary, and now it's available! The sink drain
pipe is connected to the household plumbing system. Visualizing the pipes inside your wall is
made easier if you start from where you can see. This video shows how to assemble drain pipes
under a sink. The water that comes into your home is under pressure. In the diagram above,
right, you'll notice that the dishwasher drain makes a high loop underneath the kitchen sink.
Diagram plumbing under bathroom sink piping is one images from awesome sink trap diagram
pictures of get in the trailer photos gallery. The water comes from a well and goes through a
carbon filter, those the problem i have is that i would like to feed the refrigerator and possibly a
water dispenser faucet on the sink. Traditional undersink plumbing layouts leave little room for
storage and often put pipes at risk of damage from inadvertent bumps and bangs. Remember to
shut off the water lines and detach the plumbing before. The fresh water tank should have two
openings. Basic plumbing venting diagram plumbing vent terminology sketch c carson dunlop
associates. A plumber is suggesting some shiny chrome plated steel piping that looks nice, but
i wonder if he is just trying to get extra money because it may look to him as if i have money to.
It enters your home under enough pressure to allow it to travel upstairs, around corners, or
wherever else it's needed. Black pvc or stainless steel for the the drain piping under a double
kitchen sink with a garbage disposer on one side. Water tanks a key part of any water system
are the water tanks. I am remodeling the kitchen and need a new under sink filter. With the
location marked, you're ready to make the plumbing connections. This plumbing diagram might
be required for a building permit. See the bathroom sink plumbing diagram belowâ€¦ keep in
mindâ€¦ both major plumbing codes in the u. Learn about your home plumbing system. The new
vanity has drawers where the current plumbing config is and short of shortening the drawer not
sure what else to do. As with most projects, more pieces needs replacing. Sink drain parts have
peculiar names. This isometric diagram will help determine if all your plumbing meets code. If
you learn what they're called, you'll know what to ask for when repair parts are needed. Februari
19, Posting Komentar. Februari 16, Kamu juga bisa membuat kain flanel menjadi barang yang
memiliki nilai jual yang lebih tinggi. Biasanya bagi anak musik atau band pasti tahu kerana kain
yang berasal dari bahan. Kain flanel premium vs kain flanel pasaran part 1. Dapatkan kain flanel
di indonesia. Biasanya bagi ana. Baca selengkapnya. Februari 15, Head to head statistics and
prediction, goals, past matches, actual form for cup. Una experiencia de vivienda diferente.
Basic plumbing venting diagram plumbing vent terminology sketch c carson dunlop associates.
I am remodeling the kitchen and need a new under sink filter. This video shows how to
assemble drain pipes under a sink. A plumber is suggesting some shiny chrome plated steel
piping that looks nice, but i wonder if he is just trying to get extra money because it may look to
him as if i have money to. You will want to secure your tanks under the sink or in a safe spot
where they cannot move around while driving. Visualizing the pipes inside your wall is made
easier if you start from where you can see. The water that comes into your home is under
pressure. You know, i also like manuals and when they don't have an assembly diagram that is
clearly labeled it always bothers me. Protection from injury in these situations is necessary, and
now it's available! This is the minimum requirement in fact, our plumbing code says as high as
possible under the countertop. The water comes from a well and goes through a carbon filter,
those the problem i have is that i would like to feed the refrigerator and possibly a water
dispenser faucet on the sink. The sink drain has a flange that is sealed to the sink hole with
plumber's putty. Is it possible to obtain a plumbing diagram for this home. In the diagram
above, right, you'll notice that the dishwasher drain makes a high loop underneath the kitchen
sink. This isometric diagram will help determine if all your plumbing meets code. Look under
your sinks and see if you see something like this it could be black or white, straight or domed. It
was a straight connection to the pipe connected to the main suffice it to say, i had to replace the

entire assembly. With the location marked, you're ready to make the plumbing connections.
Learn about your home plumbing system. Plumbing undermount sink are very essential for
every type of kitchen and can be used for countless numbers of purposes starting from
cleaning utensils to therefore, your plumbing undermount sink always needs to be spacious
and convenient to fit in all your utensils and deep enough to withhold. This plumbing diagram
might be required for a building permit. Water tanks a key part of any water system are the
water tanks. Ikea's instructions are in famous , with their illustrated diagrams, lack of words,
and the oddly if you are a plumbing expert, and know everything there is to know, then you
might not find this post there are two parts that you'll need to connect under the sink: Plumbing
drains bathroom plumbing plumbing pipe basement bathroom water plumbing plumbing tools
downstairs toilet family bathroom plumbing installation. Traditional undersink plumbing layouts
leave little room for storage and often put pipes at risk of damage from inadvertent bumps and
bangs. This home plumbing diagram illustrates how your home should be plumbed in ideal
circumstances. Diagram plumbing under bathroom sink piping is one images from awesome
sink trap diagram pictures of get in the trailer photos gallery. So i set out with that as a goal.
You've opened up the cabinets under a sink before to see. See the bathroom sink plumbing
diagram belowâ€¦ keep in mindâ€¦ both major plumbing codes in the u. I replaced the sink
flange and tail pipe. It can help you understand how your home's this is to ensure good flow
even if several people are running taps or flushing toilets at the same time. As with most
projects, more pieces needs replacing. The sink drain pipe is connected to the household
plumbing system. A diagram of a wall hung basin how to fit a bathroom sink. Traditional
plumbing designs drain slowly and are prone to leaks. A quick internet search for plumbing
vent diagram will bring up multiple ways to tackle this issue, but how do you know which one
will work for your home? Remember to shut off the water lines and detach the plumbing before.
Share this post. We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an
affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to
Amazon. Modern-day plumbing systems are a modern marvel of society. This system relies on
the proper function of many parts, which over time, are bound to break or malfunction.
Malfunctioning bathroom sink drain parts can lead to headaches such as blockages and leaks.
We will also explore common bathroom sink problems and how to fix them. If you need to order
new bathroom sink drain parts, you must know the names and functions of these parts. The
drain pipe is one of the most important bathroom sink drain parts. The drain pipe goes out
through the wall, or down the floor, and connects to the rest of the main drain pipes of the home
or business. Shut-off valves are installed for each major fixture of a typical home. These valves
make it easier to stop the water supply in isolated areas that require repairs. You cannot make a
repair or install bathroom sink drain parts with water spewing all over the place. Shut-off valves
can come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but they all serve the same purpose. These valves
usually come in pairs with one controlling hot water and the other controlling the cold water
supply. It is a good idea to replace these valves when making repairs to other parts due to their
age. Older shut-off valves can malfunction and fail to properly shut off the water supply. A trap
is installed in every home or business to hold water and keep sewer gas smells from leaking
into the structure. The most common type of trap used in bathroom sinks is a P-trap. This type
of trap is the easiest to replace or install. The two main components of a P-trap are the U-bend
and the trap arm. The trap arm is the straight length of the pipe that connects the drain pipe and
the U-bend. This is one of the most important bathroom sink drain parts that can be thought of
as a common safety feature. Water supply lines, usually composed of plastic, wire mesh, or
chromed copper, connect to the shut-off valves and are responsible for moving water to the
faucet. These supply lines should be regularly checked for leaks as they tend to wear down with
age. It is made of parts that are visible above as wells as parts that are located underneath the
sink. The pieces under the sink are the pop-up tailpiece and the horizontal rod which moves the
stopper up and down in the sink. These can include pedestal sinks, wall mounted sinks,
free-standing vanities, under-mount sinks, vessel sinks and vanities, and vanity cabinets.
Pedestal sinks, also known as free-standing sinks, are known for their small size which requires
very little space. Pedestal sinks come in a variety of designs and can fit in almost any size
bathroom. Pedestal sinks are well known for their ability to fit into any bathroom theme. Wall
mounted sinks are also praised for their ability to fit into smaller bathrooms. However,
wall-mounted sinks also have some drawbacks. These drawbacks can include a lack of
durability and may be vulnerable to forcible impacts. Freestanding vanities are a combination of
pedestal sinks and vanities. While a traditional pedestal sink may lack in space for your
bathroom essentials, free-standing vanities offer plenty of space. Freestanding vanities not only
offer a stylish look of a pedestal sink, but they also offer the convenience of extra storage as
well. Under-mount sinks are known for being stylish and posh but often have contemporary

designs. Under-mount sinks can be more expensive to install because they are required to be
installed onto a hard surface such as granite or marble. This type of sink also requires a large
amount of space. Vessel sinks and vanities are an expensive and large compared to other types
sinks and vanities. They are modern alternatives to traditional sinks and vanities. These types
of sinks require a certain theme of a bathroom in order to fit in with the elements properly. Most
bathroom sink faucets are well engineered and can last for a decade or more. When it is time for
faucets to be replaced there are generally a few warning signs. These signs can include:. When
rubber washers in the faucet begin to age, they make a particular sound when water passes
over them. These rubber washers can be fixed with a kit that can be found at any hardware
store. When the threads of the faucet become worn, it can lead to a squeaky faucet handle.
Then, simply reassemble the faucet. A clogged aerator is the most common culprit for a weak
faucet stream. Simply remove the aerator and flush any lime or mineral deposits until the screen
is clear. In cases where it is not possible to remove these deposits, the aerator must be
replaced. When running water for a bath, many stoppers do not provide a good enough seal to
hold the water in the tub. In order to correct this, unscrew the round overflow plate from the end
of the tub. Gently pull on the plate until the linage assembly slips out from behind the tub. Turn
the threaded rod found in the linkage two or three revolutions to lengthen the linkage assembly.
Replace the overflow plate. This should prevent the water from leaking out too quickly. The first
step in unclogging a bathroom sink is to check the sink plunger for foreign objects. Foreign
objects such as hair and toothpaste can block these plungers. If clearing the plunger does not
solve the issue, then it is time to move on to the second step. The second step is to use a drain
cleaner. Make sure to follow the instructions on the bottle of the particular cleaner you are
using. If these two steps fail to drain the sink, the next steps are to use a plunger or a drain
snake. This may take a few attempts, but it should eventually resolve the issue. If the sink is still
not able to drain, then the clog is deep in the pipes. You will need to disassemble the drain trap
in order to manually remove the debris from the drain trap. If you are uncomfortable doing this,
call in a plumber to do the job. Bathroom sink drain parts are essential for a well-running
plumbing system. These parts are unknown to most until they fail. In order to buy the right
replacement parts for your bathroom sink, you need to know what the major parts are called.
There are many types of bathroom sinks and vanities that each provide their unique features
and drawbacks. There are many easy repairs that can be made to the bathroom sink that can
make it run more smoothly and efficiently. Your email address will not be published. We may
also earn commissions on purchases from other retail websites. Drain Pipe The drain pipe is
one of the most important bathroom sink drain parts. Shut-Off Valves Shut-off valves are
installed for each major fixture of a typical home. P-Trap A trap is installed in every home or
business to hold water and keep sewer gas smells from leaking into the structure. Water Supply
Lines Water supply lines, usually composed of plastic, wire mesh, or chromed copper, connect
to the shut-off valves and are responsible for moving water to the faucet. Submit a Comment
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search This Site Search for:. Menu Home
Troubleshooting. Pin It on Pinterest. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best
experience on our website. Learn more. Got it! The thought of opening up the cabinets
underneath your bathroom sink and taking on this large project seems both confusing and
daunting. To get the job done right, you need a small handful of necessary tools and parts.
Understanding each of these different tools and parts and how they work together can help
diminish any delays in your bathroom plumbing project. This guide focuses on the following
bathroom sink plumbing parts:. The shut-off valves allow for the water flow to be turned off to
the sink without turning off the water supply to the entire home. This means that you can focus
on renovating the bathroom plumbing without disrupting the other fixtures and appliances in
the home that require running water. The water supply lines start at the tailpiece at the end of
the sink faucet underneath the sink and go all the way down to the shut-off valves. They are
typically made of a braided wire mesh, plastic mesh, solid plastic , or chromed copper material.
The pop-up drain allows you to manually open and close the drain to allow for water to sit in the
basin or run down through the pipes and out of the sink. The pop-up drain is the piece that you
see at the bottom of the sink basin. It is usually controlled by a lever that is installed behind the
faucet. The p-trap is made up of two parts:. It is designed to hold standing water to prevent
sewer gases from entering the home through the sink. When water runs down the drain, the old
standing water is flushed out and replaced with new water. Are you renovating the plumbing
under the bathroom sink? If you need to know how to do plumbing for a bathroom sink , this
diagram can help you better understand the various steps. Each of these different parts work
together for successful bathroom sink plumbing. To the professionals, this process is simple to
understand. Our team of professionals are knowledgeable and will be happy to assist you in
your bathroom sink plumbing renovation. The talented professionals at Portland Plumbers are

happy to help should you run into any trouble. The drain kit for the sink likely requires a
tailpiece to help reach all of the way down to the p-trap. The water supply lines will connect the
sink to the shut-off valves on your main water supply lines. This allows you to turn off the water
supply to your sink without turning off the running water in your entire house. To connect your
water supply lines , they should simply screw into place with the corresponding joints on the
new faucet. The instruction manual for the specific faucet you are installing should note the
correct size of connectors that you need for a successful installation. It is better to have extra
long lines and have them loop than to have water supply lines that are too short. Finally, make
sure to seal all connections and any open gaps with caulk to prevent water from leaking
through the lines. The pop-up drain is the piece that allows you to open and close the sink drain
to collect water in the basin or let it run down through the drain. Your new pop-up drain might
have a rubber gasket or silicone sealant around the bottom of the chrome ring at the top of the
flange. This 5 step guide can help you have success replacing plumbing under the bathroom
sink. If you run into problems, call the professionals at Portland Plumbers. Our team is happy to
assist you in your bathroom sink plumbing renovation. We pride ourselves in being quick and
thorough. We understand that it's not ideal having a plumber in your home - that's why it's our
commitment to get the job done as quickly as possible. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Call
Portland Plumbers. Bathroom Sink Plumbing Parts. This guide focuses on the following
bathroom sink plumbing parts: Shut-off valves Water supply lines Pop-up drain P-trap
Drainpipe. Shut Off Valves. Water Supply Lines. Pop-Up Drain. The p-trap is made up of two
parts: U-bend Trap arm The p-trap allows for the sink to be connected to the sewer line for the
house. Drain Pipe. Plumbing Under Bathroom Sink. Under Bathroom Sink Plumbing Diagram.
The drain works with the tailpiece to carry the water away from the sink. As the sink drains, the
p-trap , which is two parts, allows the waste and water to pass through without letting sewer
gases enter the home through the sink. Step 1: Install th
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e Tailpiece and Drain Kit. Installing the tailpiece is quick and easy: Measure the length from the
bottom of the drain to the p-trap. Cut the tailpiece to the correct length. Tightly connect the
tailpiece to both the bottom of the drain and the p-trap. Step 3: Connect the Water Supply Lines.
Step 4: Connect the Pop-Up Drain. The stopper is put into the top of the drain with the hole
facing the back of the sink before threading the ball into the pipe. If the drain moves up and
down, you can set it by tightening the nut. Lastly, the pop-up lever that sits behind the faucet
needs to be installed. Do this by feeding the lever through the hole in the sink and connecting
the rod to the lever. Step 5: Check For Leaks. To do this, simply turn on the water and check to
see if there are any leaks. Jackie Wardynski. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Our Services. Residential Plumbing Commercial Plumbing
Excavation. Plumbers Portland Co. Neighborhoods We Serve.

